
INSTRUCTIONS

SEWING CLAMP 



TO GET STARTED
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WHY DO I NEED A SEWING CLAMP? 
In leathercraft, the saddle stitch traditionally will be performed with
two needles, which are attached to both ends of the thread. This
allows for a super neat stitchting, which is very durable and lasts
forever. 

To perform this stitch comfortably, you need both of your hands free
for stitching and your piece which will be sewn, needs somehow to
be clamped somewhere. This is where the sewing clamp comes
super handy. Whilst sitting on the longer piece of the clamp, you can
use the two clamp’s ends to hold your leather pieces together. 

You are missing a part or have a question? 
Then write us an email at hello@bagsandpieces.co and we

will get back to you as soon as possible! 
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PROCEDURE

STEP 1: GLUING OF THE LEATHER RECTANGLES 
To protect your leather pieces from signs of pressure, you should
use the two included leather rectangles to glue them between the
clamps’ ends. You can use leather glue of a wood glue to do this. 
Apply the glue to both surfaces (inside of the leather and wood). Let
dry for ca. 30 seconds, before positioning on the wood. Position the
pieces in a way that the leather ends are approximately level on both
sides of the wood. Afterwards, tighten the leather pieces by applying
some pressure, e.g. with a mallet or with your hands’ palm. 
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STEP 2: ATTACHING THE MAGNETS 
Now you can attach the magnets below the leather rectangles. They
are very handy when you want to take a break whilst sewing,
because the needles adhere to the magnet super easy. Remove the
paper on the back side of the magnet and position it on the wood. 
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STEP 3: JOINING THE WOODEN PIECES 
Now you should join the two wooden pieces by screwing them
together. Use the long screw and put it through the long wooden
piece starting from the bottom, afterwards top it with the other piece.
From the top part, attach the ring/nut screw and the wing screw by
simply rotating it untill it sticks. Done! 

And ready! 
 And you already have a great tool to make your next leather
accessory very comfortably. We wish you lots of fun sewing and
would be very happy if you would share your finished leather
accessories with us on Instagram under the hashtag
#mybagsandpieces and our account @bagsandpieces.co.
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